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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many definitions of semigroups of quotients have been proposed and 
studied. For a survey, the reader may consult Weinert’s paper [ 131. In this 
paper we introduce yet another kind of semigroup of quotients. The 
motivation for our definition comes, to some extent, from examining a con- 
nection between semigroups and rings. 
In the introduction to Chapter 3 of [ 11, Clifford and Preston outline a 
method of obtaining a completely O-simple semigroup from an Artinian 
simple ring. Given such a ring Q, the identity can be written as a sum 
l=e,+ ... + e, of pair-wise orthogonal primitive idempotents. Then 
putting Q, = eiQei we get a subsemigroup & = U {e,: 1 < i, j < n} of Q and 
Q is completely O-simple. Up to isomorphism, Q is independent of the 
choice of the idempotents e 1 ,..., e, and is isomorphic to A0 (n, A*, n, I) 
where A is the division ring Qll, n = {l,..., n}, and I is the n x n identity 
matrix. The Artin-Wedderburn theorem tells us that Q is isomorphic to the 
matrix ring M,(A). 
It follows from this theorem that Q possesses a set of matrix units, that 
is, a subset {eV: i, j= l,..., n} whose elements atisfy 
eiiehk = eik if j=h 
=o if j#h. 
The elements eii, i= l,..., n, form a set of pair-wise orthogonal primitive 
idempotents and putting Q, = ei,Qejj, we have Q, = e,D where D consists 
of all elements of Q which commute with all the eg. The set D is a division 
subring of Q and is isomorphic to A. 
* The work reported in this paper was carried out at the Institut fiir Mathematik, Univer- 
sitiit Wien, while the second author was a visiting professor there. The tirst author was sup- 
ported by a European Science Exchange Programme award from the Royal Society. 
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Now suppose that Q is the right quotient ring of a ring R, that is, sup- 
pose that every element of Q can be written in the form ab-- ’ where a, b are 
elements of R and b is not a zero-divisor. By the Faith-Utumi theorem (see 
p. 411 of [2]), there is a set of matrix units e, of Q such that 
xe,FrR, Q=xeiiD 
ij Li 
where D consists of all elements of Q which commute with all the eV and D 
is the right quotient ring of F. Thus D is a division ring and F is an integral 
domain. Furthermore, the theorem tells us that an element q in Q may be 
written as q = (& eva,) c - ’ for some au, c in F (i, j = l,..., n). 
Putting Q0 = e,D and defining Q as above, we now define R = R n Q. 
Obviously R is a subsemigroup of Q. Now let q be an element of Q, say, 
q = estd where d E D. Then d = ac- ’ for some elements a, c in F and so 
Because a, c are in F, we have that e,,a, e,,c are elements of R and hence of 
8. Further, ettc is in the division ring Q,, and clearly e,,c-‘= (errc)-‘. 
Thus we have shown that q can be written in the form xy-’ where x, y are 
elements of R, y* # 0, and y-’ is the inverse of y in a group X-class of Q. 
The above analysis leads to the following definition. Let S be a sub- 
semigroup of a completely O-simple semigroup Q. For an element a in a 
group s-class of Q we denote by a ~ ’ the inverse of a in H,. We say that 
Q is a semigroup of right quotients of S if every element q in Q can be writ- 
ten as q = ab- ’ for some elements a, b in S with b2 # 0. We also have the 
dual notion of a semigroup of left quotients of S. If Q is a semigroup of 
right quotients and left quotients, we say simply that Q is a semigroup of 
quotients of S. We can, of course, make the same definitions for completely 
simple semigroups. 
Additional motivation for these definitions is provided by examining the 
proofs of some results of Streilein [12] on embedding semigroups in Rees 
matrix semigroups over abelian groups. As we point out in Section 7, the 
embedding used by Streilein does, in fact, produce a semigroup of 
quotients in the above sense. 
There are celebrated theorems of Goldie [4, 51 which characterise those 
rings which have a simple Artinian ring of quotients or right quotients. 
These results may also be found in many textbooks on ring theory, for 
example, [2]. In view of the connection between rings and the concepts we 
have introduced, it is tempting to look for analogues of Goldie’s theorems. 
One of the main results of the paper, Theorem 4.1, does give a charac- 
terisation of semigroups which have a completely O-simple semigroup of 
quotients. This result may be regarded as extending Ore’s theorem on 
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groups of quotients of cancellative semigroups and some of Streilein’s 
work. In its nature the theorem is more akin to Ore’s theorem than to that 
of Goldie. There is no result parallel to Goldie’s for one-sided quotients 
because, as noted in Section 3, a semigroup may have two non-isomorphic 
completely O-simple semigroups of right quotients. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to applying the main theorem to obtain 
various special cases and to making deeper investigations of these special 
cases. In Section 5 we consider semigroups which have a completely O-sim- 
ple semigroup of quotients with abelian subgroups. This is followed by a 
discussion of abundant semigroups and semigroups of quotients. 
The last three sections are concerned with semigroups without zero. The 
general case, rectangular groups and left groups, is dealt with in Section 6. 
Completely simple semigroups of quotients with abelian subgroups are the 
subject of Section 7, where we also compare our approach with that of 
Streilein. Finally, in Section 8 we consider Rees matrix semigroups over 
reversible cancellative semigroups. Here we obtain some results analogous 
to those of Petrich [lo] and Streilein [ 121, who considered Rees matrix 
semigroups over commutative cancellative semigroups. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Where possible we use the notation of [l, 93. In addition if a is an 
element of a completely O-simple semigroup, then by writing a-’ we 
implicitly assert that a is in a group &‘-class and that u-l is its inverse in 
this group. The set of non-zero elements of a semigroup S is denoted by S*. 
We recall that on a semigroup S, the relation JZ* is defined by the rule 
that aY*b if and only if the elements a, b of S are related by Green’s 
relation 3 in some oversemigroup of S. The relation W* is defined dually 
and the intersection of the equivalence relations JZ’* and g* is denoted by 
PO*. The following lemma from [7, S] provides useful alternative charac- 
terisations of dp*. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a semigroup and let a, b E S. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) aY*b, 
(2) for all x, y E S’, ax = ay if and only if bx = by, 
(3) there is an S’-isomorphism 4: as’ + bS’ with a# = b. 
From the definition, it is clear that %‘* is a right congruence and that 
&?* is a left congruence. Also, we obviously have JZ’ E Y*. It is well-known 
and easy to see that for regular elements a, b in S, aY*b if and only if 
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aYb. In particular, if S is a regular semigroup, then 9* = 9. The follow- 
ing lemma follows immediately from the fact that B* is a left congruence. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let a, 6, c be elements of a semigroup with zero. If b9*c, 
then ab # 0 if and only if ac # 0. 
For further details about the relations Y* and R* we refer the reader to 
c31. 
Let Q be a completely O-simple semigroup. We will make extensive use of 
the observation that abWac for any elements a, b, c of Q with ab, UC E Q*. 
We leave the straightforward proof of the next lemma to the diligent 
reader. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a, c, s, t be non-zero elements of Q with a&%tYc and 
s2 # 0. Then 
ac-’ =s-‘t tf and only tf sac = tc2 # 0. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be a semigroup which has Q as a semigroup of left 
quotients. If q E Q*, then there are elements a, b in S with aBb in Q such that 
q=a-lb. 
Proof: Certainly q = c- ‘d for some c, d in S. Put a = c2, b = cd. Then 
aWb in Q, a-’ exists in Q, and a-‘b=ce2cd= cp’d=q. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let S be a semigroup which has Q as a semigroup of 
left quotients. IfqEQ*, then SnH,#@. 
Proof. We have q = a- ‘b with aBb in Q. Now in Q, qB?a so that qBb 
and qYb. Thus b E S n H,. 
We now recall a number of concepts from [6] which will play a 
significant role in our work. The most important from our point of view 
are the relations p, 1, and r which are defined on any semigroup S with 
zero as follows: 
apbifandonlyifa=b=OoraSnbS#O, 
albifandonlyifa=b=OorSanSb#O, 
r=pnA. 
The relations p and A are reflexive and symmetric but in general they are 
not transitive. To explain the significance of these relations we must 
introduce some more definitions. From [ 1 ] we have 
An equivalence 8 on a semigroup S is O-restricted if 0 is a 8- 
class. 
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A homomorphism Ic/ with domain S is O-restricted if O$ = 0 and 
II/ 0 $ - ’ is O-restricted. 
Again from [l] we have 
0 is a prime ideal of S if whenever aSb = 0 for elements a, b of S, 
then a=0 or b=O. 
The following proposition is taken from [6]. 
PROWSITION 2.6. For a semigroup S with zero, the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
( 1) 0 is a prime ideal of S and for all elements a, b of S, aba E {a, 0)) 
(2) S is completely O-simple and its maximal subgroups are trivial. 
A semigroup S which satisfies these conditions is said to be a rectangular 
O-band. 
Again from [6] we have the following definitions: an equivalence 
relation 8 on a semigroup S with zero is a left O-congruence if 
(1) 0 is a e-class, 
(2) 8 is a left congruence, 
(3) xy = 0 or xy0x for any x, y in S. 
A congruence 8 on S is a O-matrix congruence if 8 is O-restricted and S/8 
is a rectangular O-band. 
The following two results are proved in [6]. 
LEMMA 2.7. The intersection of a left O-congruence and a right O-con- 
gruence is a O-matrix congruence. Conversely, every O-matrix congruence on 
a semigroup with zero can be written uniquely as the intersection of a left O- 
congruence and a right O-congruence. 
We recall from [l] that a semigroup S with zero is categorical at 0 if 
whenever ab and bc are non-zero, then abc # 0. The transitive closure of a 
relation 8 is denoted by 19’. 
LEMMA 2.8. On a semigroup with zero which is categorical at 0, the least 
left O-congruence, the least right O-congruence, and the least O-matrix con- 
gruence are pt, 1’, and pf n1’, respectively. 
In a semigroup S without zero, p, 1, and z are defined as follows: 
apb if and only if aS n bS # a, 
aAb if and only if Sa n Sb # a, 
t=pnfI. 
We refer the reader to Chapter III of [lo] for further details in this case. 
Our interest in p, 1, and z stems from the following lemmas. 
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bMMA 2.9. Let S be a subsemigroup of a completely O-simple semigroup 
T and let a, b be elements in S. If apb in S, then a.%!b in T. 
Proof If a = b = 0, then certainly aab. If aS n bS # 0, then ax = by # 0 
for some x, y in S. Since T is completely O-simple, this implies that agb in 
T. 
When the completely O-simple oversemigroup is a semigroup of 
quotients we have a stronger result. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let Q be a completely O-simple semigroup of quotients of a 
semigroup S. The relations p, 1, and z on S are, respectively, the restrictions 
to S of Green’s relations ~3, A’, and X on Q, that is, 
(1) p=!Xn(SxS), 
(2) I=Yn(SxS), 
(3) z = 2 r-7 (Sx S). 
Prooj It suffices to prove (1). In view of Lemma 2.9 we have to show 
that if a, b are elements of S and aQ = bQ, then apb. Now a E bQ so that 
a = bed- ’ for some c, d in S. Furthermore, by the dual of Lemma 2.4, we 
may assume that cYd in Q. Hence ad= bed-‘d= be. If a #O, then bc #O 
and thus aS n bS # 0, that is, apb. 
We will use the following straightforward corollary without further com- 
ment. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let Q be a completely O-simple semigroup of quotients 
of a semigroup S. If a, b are elements of S and if apb and a2 # 0, then 
aa-‘b=b. 
It is clear from Lemma 2.10 that in the case we are dealing with, p, 1, 
and t are transitive. Combining this observation with Lemma 2.8 we have 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let S be semigroup which has a completely O-simple 
semigroup of quotients. On S, p is the least left O-congruence, 1 is the least 
right O-congruence, and z is the least O-matrix congruence. 
As a further consequence of Lemma 2.10 we have the following charac- 
terisations of Green’s relations W, 2, and X in Q, a completely O-simple 
semigroup of quotients of S. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Let a- ‘b, c ~ ‘d be elements of Q. Then 
6) a-lb@c-ld in Q if and only if apt in S, 
(ii) a-‘bYc-‘d in Q if and only if bid in S, 
(iii) aa’b%c-‘d in Q tyand only ifapc and b;2d in S. 
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Proof: Since Q is completely O-simple, a-‘bWc~‘d in Q if and only if 
a& in Q. Part (i) now follows from Lemma 2.10. 
It is immediate from Lemma 2.10 that p E 9*, il E 9*, and z s %*. The 
following example shows that the inclusions may be strict. 
EXAMPLE 2.14. Let Q=&!“({ 1,2}, G, {l}; P) where G is the infinite 
cyclic group generated by x and P = (x, x). Let S be the subsemigroup of Q 
consisting of all triples (i, xk, 1) with k 3 1 and zero. Observe that for any 
non-negative integer s, 
(i,x”, 1)-i (1,x, l)=(i,x-“, l)=(i,x, 1)(1,x’, 1))’ 
so that Q is a semigroup of quotients of S. From Lemma 2.10, it is clear 
that the non-zero elements of S form a I-class and hence 1= 9*. However, 
if 
then clearly s = t and i = k. Also, no element in S is a left identity for any 
element in S. It follows that all the non-zero elements of S are a*-related 
and so 2*=W*=Y*. Hence, by Lemma2.10, p#B?* and so z#X*. 
3. UNIQUENESS 
Let S be a semigroup which has a completely O-simple semigroup of 
quotients Q. We show that any embedding of S into a completely O-simple 
semigroup T extends to an embedding of Q into T. It follows that Q is uni- 
quely determined up to isomorphism. We conclude the section by giving an 
example of a semigroup which has two non-isomorphic completely simple 
semigroups of right quotients. We begin with 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Q be a completely O-simple semigroup and let 8: Q + T 
be a O-restricted homomorphism into a semigroup T. If 8 is one-one on W- 
classes and on 2-classes, then 0 is one-one. 
ProoJ We may suppose that Q = &‘(Z, G, A; P) is a regular Rees 
matrix semigroup. Suppose that (i, a, 2) 0 = (j, 6, CL) 13. Since Q is O-simple 
and 6 is O-restricted, it follows that for k in Z, pnk = 0 if and only if pllk = 0. 
Since P is regular, we may choose k with pa # 0. Then 
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Now 8 is one-one on Z-classes so that (i, apAk, p) = (j, bppk, p); in par- 
ticular, i=j. Hence (i, a, 2) a(j, b, P) and the fact that 0 is one-one on &Y- 
classes gives (i, a, A) = (j, 6, u). Thus 19 is one-one. 
Completely O-simple semigroups are, of course, categorical at 0 and we 
will use this property of such semigroups without always explicitly com- 
menting upon it. 
hMMA 3.2. Let S be a semigroup which has a completely O-simple 
semigroup Q of left quotients. Let a, b, c be elements of S with a9?b in Q and 
such that a-‘, c-l exist in Q. If bc PI # 0, then there are elements x, y in S 
with xHa, yB?x in Q such that bc-’ =x-‘y. 
Proof Since a9b in Q, we have aa-‘b = b # 0 and it follows that 
ab # 0. We thus have abc- ’ # 0 and so by Lemma 2.4, there are elements , 
t in S with s&?t in Q such that abc- ’ = s-It. Hence sabc = tc2 # 0 and in Q, 
bWsaWt9’c. Also sa9a in Q so that a, sa are in the same X-class of Q. 
Taking x = sa, y = t, we have by Lemma 2.3 that bc- ’ = x-‘y as required. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a semigroup which has a completely O-simple 
semigroup of quotients Q. If II, : S + T is an embedding of S into a completely 
O-simple semigroup T, then there is a unique embedding 6: Q + T such that 
IGIS=ti. 
Proof Note first that if 6, c, x, y E S and bpxpyk and x2 # 0, then in T, 
(b$) p(x$) p(y@) J(c$) and (x+)’ #O. Also xbc= yc2 #O if and only if 
(x$)(b$)(c+) = (y$)(c$)’ # 0 so that using Lemmas 2.9 and 2.3 we have 
bc-’ zx-ly if and only if (b$)(c$)-’ = (x$)-l (y$). 
Since O+ = 0 we put O$ = 0. Now let q be a non-zero element of Q. By 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.10 we have q = a -‘b for some a, b in S* with apb. Since 
a2 #O, we have (a+)2 # 0 so that a* is in a group X-class of T and (a+))’ 
exists. Thus (a+))’ (b$) is an element of T and we define tj: Q -+ T by the 
rules 
olj=o, (aa’b) 6 = (all/))’ (b$). 
To see that this is well-defined, consider a- ‘b = c - ‘d where a, b, c, d are 
in S and apb, cpd. Then in Q we have a& and hence in S, apt. It follows 
that (all/) p(c$) in T so that by Lemma 2.9, (a$) W(cl(/). Since a& in Q 
and both a, c are in group X-classes, it follows that ac-’ # 0. Hence there 
are elements , t in S* with s2 # 0 and spt such that ac- ’ = s- ‘t. We 
therefore have 
(4)(4-’ = W-’ (t$) #O. 
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Now a-lb = c-‘d and apb so that b = ac-‘d= s-‘td and since spt we get 
sb = td. Hence (sl(/)(bt,h) = (t$)(d$) and (se) p(t$) and so we have 
W = We1 (tti)(d$) = (4)(4-’ (4) 
(a-lb) tj = (a$)-’ (be) = (c$)-’ (d$) = (cc’d) 4. 
Next we show that tj is a homomorphism. We observe first that qtj = 0 if 
and only if q=O for qEQ. Now let ~=((a-‘b)(c-‘d))$ and y= 
(a-lb) $(c-‘d) @ h w ere a, b, c, dE S and apb, cpd. We also suppose that 
a , -lb c-‘d are non-zero elements of Q. Since 
y = (ati)-’ (W)(c$)-’ (dti) 
and (a$) B(b$), we have y =0 if and only if (btj)(ct,hP1 (de) =O. Now 
W-‘(@)zO and so, by categoricity at 0, y=O if and only if 
(b$)(c$)-’ = 0. Clearly, the conditions 
(W)(c$)-’ =O, W)(4) = 0, (bc) ti =O, bc=O, bc-‘=O 
are equivalent. But bc ~ ’ = 0 if and only if (a ~ ‘b)(c- ‘d) = 0 which is the 
case if and only if x = 0. Thus y = 0 if and only if x = 0 and we may now 
suppose that x, y E T*. By Lemma 3.2, there are elements w, z in S with 
wza such that bc-’ = wP’z. Since wza, we have (wa)-’ =a-‘w-l and 
((wrC/)(a$))-’ = (a+)-’ (w$)-I, Hence 
x=(a-‘bc-‘d)$=(a-‘w-‘zd)$ 
= ((wa)-’ zd) $= ((wa) t+h-’ (zd) 3 
= ((w$)W))-’ (z+)(d+) 
= (alCI)-’ (wll/)-’ W)(4) 
= (aW’ WkW’ (44 
=(a-‘b)tj*(c-‘d)$ 
= Y. 
Now let a, b, c, d be elements of S with apb, cpd and suppose that a-lb, 
c-‘d are non-zero and that (a-lb) $= (c-‘d) $. Then (a+)-’ (b$)= 
(ctj-’ (d$) and as (a$) %?(b$) follows from apb, we have 
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Now ac ~ ’ is an element of Q and if ac ’ = 0, then ac = 0 so that 
(a$)(~$) = 0 which gives (a$)(~$))’ = 0 and hence b$ = 0. But b # 0 and 
$ is injective so that UC- ’ # 0. Consequently, ac- ’ = s ~ ‘t for some s, t in 
S* with spt. Hence (a+)(~$))’ = (sll/)-’ (t$) and so, using (s$) 9?(t$), we 
have 
Now $ is one-one so that sb = td. Because a.%?- ’ in Q and apb, we have 
bps and so b=s-‘sb=s-‘td. Hence 
If aP’b9c-‘d, then a& in Q and a-‘b=c-‘d. Thus $ is one-one on 
9 - classes. 
On the other hand, if ~~~bL?-~d, then there are elements X, y, z, t in S 
such that xlyMz and a- ‘b = xy-‘, c -ld=zt-‘. An argument dual to the 
above gives xy - ’ = zt ~ ‘. Hence by Lemma 3.1, $ is one-one. 
If 8: Q + T is also a homomorphism with 0 1 S = $, then for u-lb E Q*, 
we have 
(a-lb) 8 = (a-‘8 )(bO)=(uB)P’(bO)=(u$)-l (b$)=(u-lb)& 
Hence 8 = $ and $ is unique. 
As a straightforward consequence of the theorem, we have 
COROLLARY 3.4. Zf Ql, Qz are completely O-simple semigroups of 
quotients of S, then Ql, Qz are isomorphic by an isomorphism which restricts 
to the identity map on S. 
We now demonstrate that Theorem 3.3 does not have a one-sided 
analogue by giving an example of a semigroup which has two non- 
isomorphic completely simple semigroups of right quotients. We make use 
of a cancellative semigroup T which comes from Exercise 1 of Section 1.10 
in [l]. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let T = Z + x E + where Z + is the set of positive integers 
and define a product on T by 
(i,j)(k, I) = (i+ k, 2kj+ I). 
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Then T is a cancellative semigroup and t, Tn t2 T # 0 for all t, , t2 E T so 
that by Theorem 1.24 of [ 11, T has a group of right quotients, G. Let 
Z= {(i,j)~ T:jis odd), 
J= {(i,j)~T:jiseven}. 
Then Z, J are left ideals of T and T = Iv J, In J= 0. 
Let {e, , e,, e3 } be a right zero semigroup and put 
Clearly, S’ is a subsemigroup of T x {e 1, e,, e3}. It is easy to verify that 
8: S + S’ defined by 
0, e,) e= 0, el) and 0, 4 e = k4 if t~l 
= (4 4 if tEJ 
is an isomorphism. We show that S, S’ have non-isomorphic completely 
simple semigroups of right quotients and this will establish our claim. 
Let Q=Gx {e,,e,}. Then if qEQ, we have 
where g = t, t; l E G and t,, t2 E T. Thus Q is a semigroup of right quotients 
of s. 
Let Q’= G x {e,, e2, e3}. It is not difficult to check that 
the product in G being given by the rule used for the product in T. For an 
element g = (x, y2 pi) of G, let m = x + i and n, j be positive integers such 
that n -j = y. Then 
g=(m,n)(-i, -“r’)=(m,n)(i,j)-1 
and 
g=(m,n+l)(-i, -(j+1)2-‘)=(m,n+l)(i,j+l)-‘. 
Thus g can be written as t, t;’ and as t3 t;l where tl, t3 E T and t2 E Z, 
f4 E J. Hence 
(g, e,)= (tl, e,Mb, e,)-‘, 
k, 4 = (fly el)(fz, e2)-‘, 
(g, e3) = (t3, el)(b7 e3)F1 
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so that Q’ is a semigroup of right quotients of S’. Clearly, Q, Q’ are not 
isomorphic, 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
This section is entirely devoted to proving the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. A semigroup S has a completely O-simple semigroup of 
quotients fand onZy ifit satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) listed below 
and the duals (A)‘, (B)’ of (A) and (B). 
For elements a, b, c, u, v in S, 
(A) if apb, au # 0 and bv # 0, then aupbv, 
(B) ifapb and ca=cb#O, then a=b, 
(C) S is categorical at 0, 
(D) 0 is a prime ideal of S. 
We start with a lemma about condition (A). 
LEMMA 4.2. In a semigroup S with zero, 
(i) if condition (A) holds, then p is transitive, 
(ii) ifp is transitive and condition (D) holds, then condition (A) holds. 
ProoJ For (i), suppose that a, 6, CE S and apbpc. Then there are 
elements x, y, z, t in S such that ax = by # 0 and bz = ct # 0. Now (A) gives 
bypbz so that byu = bzv # 0 for some U, v in S. Hence axu = ctv # 0 and apt. 
For (ii), suppose that a, 6, U, u E S are such that apb and au # 0, bv # 0. 
Since 0 is a prime ideal of S, aut # 0 for some element t of S. But 
aut E auSn aS so that aupa. Similarly, bpbv and by transitivity, aupbv. 
We emphasise one point made in the proof of (ii) by stating it as 
LEMMA 4.3. If a, u are elements of a semigroup in which 0 is a prime 
ideal and if au # 0, then apau. 
We now prove the necessity of conditions (A), (B), (C), and (D). Con- 
dition (A) follows from Lemma 2.10. 
We may assume that Q = &?‘(Z, G, /1; P) is a regular Rees matrix 
semigroup over a group G. For condition (B), Lemma 2.9 gives that if apb, 
then a9b in Q. Further, ca = cb # 0 gives a9b in Q. Hence for some i E Z, 
A E A, ~1, /I E G, we have a = (i, ~1, A), b = (i, /3,J.). Now if c = (j, y, v), then 
cb # 0 gives pVi # 0 and so from ca = cb we have ypViol = ypyiB whence a = /I 
Thus a = b. 
Condition (C) is well-known for Q and so automatically holds for S. 
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Finally, if a, be S*, then aQb #O because 0 is a prime ideal in Q. Let 
q E Q be such that aqb # 0. Then uxb # 0 for all x in Z-Z,. But by 
Corollary 2.5, S n H, # @ so that uSb # 0. Thus 0 is a prime ideal in S. 
Next we investigate the properties of a semigroup S with zero which 
satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), (D) and (A)‘, (B)‘. We follow this by giv- 
ing a construction for a semigroup from certain ordered pairs of elements 
of S. We show, via a series of lemmas, that the semigroup constructed is a 
completely O-simple semigroup of quotients of S and thus establish 
Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.4. On S, p is the least left O-congruence, il is the least right O- 
congruence, and T is the least O-matrix congruence. 
Proof The lemma follows from the fact p, %, and r are transitive and 
from Lemma 2.8. 
LEMMA 4.5. For any element a of S* there are elements 6, c with b2 # 0, 
c2 # 0 such that bpuk. 
Proof Since 0 is a prime ideal, uSa # 0 and so for some x in S we have 
axa # 0. This gives xa, UXE S* so that by categoricity at 0, XUXE S* and 
(ax)* E S*. By Lemma 4.3, axpu and so we may take b to be ax. Similarly 
for c we may take xa. 
We recall from [ 1 ] that a semigroup S is right reversible if Su n Sb # 0 
for all a, b in S. The definition of left reversible is dual and we shall say that 
a semigroup is reversible if it is both right and left reversible. 
LEMMA 4.6. A z-class of S is either a reversible cancellative semigroup or 
null, that is, has square zero. 
Proof By Lemma 4.4, S/r is a rectangular O-band and so a r-class is 
either a subsemigroup or null. If T is a non-null r-class and x, y, ZE T with 
xy = xz, then xy # 0 and so (B) gives y = z. Similarly, (B’) gives right can- 
cellation in T. 
Let a, b be elements of T. Then a2, ba E T so that a2pba and for some x, 
y in S, a2x = bay # 0. Now 0 is a prime ideal of S so that xru # 0 for some r 
in S. Categoricity at 0 now gives a*xru= bayra#O. From (A) and (A)’ it 
follows that uxra, ayru E T and so we have aT n bT # 0, that is, T is left 
reversible. Similarly, T is right reversible. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. On S, 7 is the unique congruence which satisfies: 
(1) S/z is a rectangular O-band, 
(2) each non-null t-class is a reversible cancellutive semigroup. 
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hoof: Suppose that 4 is also a congruence on S such that S/t is a rec- 
tangular O-band and each non-null g-class is a reversible cancellative 
semigroup. By Lemma 4.4, r is the least O-matrix congruence on S so that 
5 G 5. 
By Lemma 2.7, 4 = 5, n 5, for some right O-congruence 5, and left O-con- 
gruence t,. Also ,? E 5, and p c 5,. 
Let a, h be elements of S with at,b. By Lemma 4.5, there is an element c 
in S with cz # 0 such that &z. As 0 is a prime ideal, czb # 0 for some z in S. 
From conditions (A) and (A)’ we have cpczb and bkzb. Since ;I E <, and 
p c {, we now have c<,a~,b<,czb~,c so that crczb. 
Now c2 # 0 so that the c-class, T= c& is not null. Thus by hypothesis, 
Tc n Tczb # (zr and, a fortiori, SC n Sczb # 0, that is, clczb. We now have 
a,k,kz%b, that is, aAh. Thus 5, = 1. 
Similarly, we get t, = p and hence r = 5. 
LEMMA 4.8. On S, p&1*, LE.~‘*, and XC%*, 
Proof: Suppose that a, b E S* are such that apb and that xa = ya for 
some x, y E S’. For some elements , t in S we have as = bt # 0. Hence 
xbt = xas = yas = ybt. 
If xa = ya = 0, then xbt = ybt =0 and since bt #O, it follows from 
categoricity at 0 that xb = 0 = yb. 
If xa = ya # 0, then xas = yas # 0 so that xbt = ybt # 0. It follows from 
(A)’ that xbilyb and hence by (B)’ xb = yb. 
Similarly, from xb = yb we can obtain xa = ya. Thus aB*b. 
We now begin the construction of a quotient semigroup for S. First, we 
let 
L+= ((a, b)ESxS:apb,a*b#O) 
and on ,Y we define the relation - by 
(a, b) N (c, 4 if and only if apt and there are elements , t in 
S such that sb = td # 0 and tc* = sac # 0. 
LEMMA 4.9. The relation N is an equivalence relation. 
Proof: By taking s= t = a we see that - is reflexive. Suppose that 
(a, 6) -(c, d). Then apt and there are elements s, t in S satisfying 
sb = td #O and tc’ = sac #O. By Lemma 4.8, we have aS*c and so 
tea = sa2 # 0. It now follows that (c, d) - (a, b). 
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Now suppose that (a, b) N (c, d) - ( m, n). Certainly apm and we have 
that a, b, c, d, m, n are all p-related and hence all W*-related. Further, there 
are elements , t, u, u in S such that 
sb= td#O, tc’ = sac # 0, 
ud=vn#O, urn2 = ucm # 0. 
By (A)‘, tdkd and so xtd = yud # 0 for some x, y E S. Hence xsb = yun # 0. 
Also dg*c gives xtc= yuc and from cB*m and tc2=sac we get 
tcm = sam. Now 
xsam = xtcm = yucm = yvm2 
and this is non-zero because yu and urn2 are non-zero. We therefore have 
(a, 6) - (m, n) and - is transitive. 
In the definition of N we may choose s and t to be in the z-classes of a 
and c, respectively. This is the content of the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.10. If (a, b), (c, d) E C and (a, b) - (c, d), then there are 
elements w, y in S such that wza, yzc and wb = yd # 0, ye2 = wac # 0. 
Proof: By assumption, apt and there are elements s, t in S with 
sb = td # 0 and tc2 = sac # 0. Also, the elements a, b, c, d are all p-related 
and so, by Lemma 4.8, they are all W*-related. 
By (A)‘, we have c2Atc so that UC’ = utc # 0 for some elements u, u in S. 
From cB*d we obtain ucd = utd # 0. Hence usb = utd = ucd. Also 
(vc) c2 = utc’ = usac # 0. 
By (A)‘, vclc so that if we put p = us, r = UC we have 
pb = rd, pat = rc2 # 0, and ric. 
Using aBY*c we obtain pa2 = rca # 0. Since a211pa, there are elements m, n 
in S such that 
ma2=npa#0 
and since aW*b, we have 
mab = npb # 0. 
Hence 
(ma)b=npb=(nr)d#O 
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(MU) u2 = (ma’) a = (npu) a = n(pu2) = nrcu # 0. 
Now a%?*~ gives 
(mu)(uc) = (nr) c2 # 0. 
Putting h = mu, k = nr, we note that we now have hlu, klrac and 
hb=kd#O, huc=kc*#O. 
Now 0 is a prime ideal and so there is an element x in S such that 
uxh # 0. From xh #O and hb # 0 we have xhb #O and, consequently, 
xkd # 0. Since xk # 0 and ax # 0 we get uxk # 0 and using ha # 0 we find 
that (axh)* axk # 0. 
By (A), uxhpupuxk and using categoricity at 0 again we have 
uxhb = uxkd # 0 and axkc* = uxhac # 0. Since cpupaxkAkAc, the elements 
w = axh and y = uxk satisfy the requirements of the lemma. 
We now prepare the ground for defining a product on Z/- u (0) where 
0 is a symbol not in ,?I/-. First, let (a, b), (c, d) be elements of C and sup- 
pose that bc #O. Then ubc #O and by (A)‘, ubcJ.c3. Let s, t be such that 
subc = tc3 # 0. Since 0 is a prime ideal, azs # 0 for some z and so uzsabc = 
aztc3 # 0. Let x = uzsa, y = uztc. By (A) and (A)‘, xru, yk and so we have 
elements x, y in S satisfying 
xzu, Yk and xbc = yc* # 0. (P) 
We claim that (xu, yd) E C. As p is a left congruence and cpd we have 
ycpyd. But yc # 0 so that yd # 0. Also xa # 0 since x and a are in the same 
non-null r-class. Now xpxbc and ypyc’ so that xpy and hence by (A), 
xupyd. 
From upy and ax # 0 we infer uy ~0; now from (~a)* Aa we see that 
(xu)’ y # 0 and hence (xu)’ yd # 0. Thus (xu, yd) E C. 
We denote the equivalence class containing (a, 6) by [a, b] and put 
Q=Z/- u (0). On Q we define a product by 
Cc 61 Cc, 4 = C-w ydl if bc # 0, where x, y satisfy (P) 
=o if bc =O, 
0. [a, b]= [a, b].O=O.O=O. 
LEMMA 4.11. This product is well-defined. 
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Proof: Let [a,, b,] = [ u2, 6,], [c,, d,] = [cZ, d2] be non-zero elements 
of Q. Then a,, b,, a2, 6, are all p-related as are cl, d,, c2, d,. Also by 
Lemma 4.10, there are elements m, n, p, q in S with mra,, rzru2 and 
mb, =nb,#O, (4.11.1) 
ma,a,=na~#O, (4.11.2) 
p~c, , qzc, and 
pd, = 44 # 0, (4.11.3) 
pc1 Cl = qc: # 0. (4.11.4) 
We claim that b,c, = 0 if and only if b,c, = 0. By categoricity at 0, we 
have b, c, = 0 if and only if mb, cl = 0. But mb, = nb, and using categoricity 
at 0 again, nb,c, = 0 if and only if b,c, = 0. The latter holds if and only if 
b2c2=0 because in view of Lemma 4.8, c,E$!*c,. The claim now follows. 
Thus the products [a,, b,][c,, d,] and [a,, b2][c2, d2] are either both 
zero or both non-zero and we may confine our attention to the latter case. 
By definition, 
[a,, b,lL-c1, d,l= [$a,, td,l, 
IIQ,, &lCcz, &I= Ch WI 
where s, t, h, k E S are such that sza,, tAc,, hza,, kAc, and 
sb,c, = tc:#O, (4.11.5) 
hbz c2 = kc; # 0. (4.11.6) 
Before proceeding with the proof we need a subsidiary lemma. 
LEMMA 4.12. Let a, 6, c, d be p-related elements of S and let x, x’, y, 
y’ E S be such that 
xa=yc#O, x’a = y’c # 0, xb=yd#O. 
If xAx’, yA.y’, then x’b = y’d # 0. 
ProoJ By (A)‘, xalx’a so that there are elements v, w in S such that 
vxa = wx’a # 0. Now xilx’ gives DXAWX’ and so by (B)‘, vx = wx’ # 0. Also 
vyc = vxa = wx’a = wy’c # 0 
so that we also get vy = wy’ # 0. Thus, using categoricity at 0, we have 
wx’b = vxb = vyd = wy’d # 0. 
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From x’a =JJ’C # 0, we have x’py’ so that by (A), x’hpy’d. Hence by (B), 
we can cancel w to get x’b = y’d # 0. 
We now return to the proof of Lemma 4.11. We begin by noting that 
from sru,, bra, and u: # 0, us # 0 we get, by Lemma 4.6, salta,, ha,zu, so 
that hug # 0 and $ # 0. Since a, pa,, we have ~,,%*a* by Lemma 4.8 and 
so by Lemma 2.2, .su,uz # 0. By (A)‘, hu~lsu,uz and so there are elements u, 
w in S with 
WSU, a2 = vhu; # 0. (4.11.7) 
Since mru, rs, we have mlZws by (A)‘. Similarly, nAvh. We may therefore use 
Lemma 4.12 (taking x to be m, y to be n, x’ to be ws, y’ to be uh) to deduce 
from Eqs. (4.11.2), (4.11.7), and (4.11.1) that 
wsb, = vhb, # 0. 
Categoricity at 0 yields 
wsblc, =vhb,c, #O 
and using (4.11.5) we get 
wtc; = vhb,c, # 0. 
Now c,pc, so that c,B*c, and hence 
wtc,c2=vhb2cz#0 
and so from (4.11.6) we obtain 
wtc, c2 = vkc; # 0. (4.11.8) 
Now ptc,lt so that by (A)‘, plwt. Similarly, qAvk. As cr, d,, c2, d, are all 
p-related we may use Lemma 4.12 (taking x to be p, y to be q, x’ to be wt, 
y’ to be vk) to deduce from (4.11.4), (4.11.8), and (4.11.3) that 
wtdl = vkd, # 0. (4.11.9) 
We have noted that ha,, u2 are in the same r-class and so we certainly 
have u,B*hu2. Hence from (4.11.7), we get 
v(ha,)2 = w(su,)(hu,) # 0. (4.11.10) 
Also since su,zu,, hu,zu,, and alpa,, we have su,phu,. Hence (4.11.9) 
and (4.11.10) give 
Cm, td,l= [ha,, WI 
as required. 
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Our objective is to show that with the product we have defined, Q is a 
semigroup of quotients of S. We start with 
LEMMA 4.13. The multiplication introduced above is associative. 
Proof: Let [a, b], [c, d], [r, s] E Q* and let 
A’= ([a, blCc, dl)Cr, ~1, 
Y= [a, bl(Cc, dl[r, ~1). 
Note first that since p E ~8 *, bc = 0 if and only if but = 0 for any element u 
in cr. If y E S is such that yd # 0, then ydr = 0 implies dr = 0. It follows from 
these remarks and the definition of multiplication in Q that X=0 if and 
only if Y = 0. 
We now suppose that X # 0. This means that 
X= [xa, NlCr, ~1 
= [zxa, ts] 
Y = [a, b] [uc, us] 
= [pa, qvsl 
where xza, yic and xbc = ye2 # 0 
where zcxa, tl.r and zydr = tr2 # 0, 
where urc, vlr and udr = vr2 # 0 
where pTa, qAuc and pbuc = q(uc)’ # 0 
We have pzazxzxazz and a2 # 0 so that by Lemma 4.6, zxzp and zxatpa. 
From zxlp we have that there are elements h, k in S with 
hzx=kp#O. (4.13.1) 
Since xbc # 0, we now have 
hzxbc = kpbc # 0. (4.13.2) 
Now ucrc so that u&?*c and pbuc = q(uc)’ # 0, whence pbc = quc2 # 0. 
Also xbc = yc2 so that (4.13.2) gives hzyc2 = kquc’ #O. Now u&y and so 
by (BY, 
hzy = kqu # 0. (4.13.3) 
Since udr #O, right multiplication of (4.13.3) by dr gives a non-zero 
element; then using zydr = tr’, udr = vr2 we obtain htr’ = kqvr’ # 0. Now 
r’prps so that r29*s and we get 
hts = kqvs # 0. (4.13.4) 
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From (4.13.1) we obtain 
hzxupa = k( pa)2 # 0 (4.135) 
and now (4.13.4), (4.13.5), and zxappa give (zxa, ts)- (pa, qus), that is, 
X= Y. The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 4.14. If [a, b] is a non-zero element of Q and xru, then 
(xu, xb) E C and [xu, xb] = [a, b]. 
Proof: Since upb and p is a left congruence, we have xupxb. Also, urx 
and a2 #O give (xu)’ ~0. It follows that (xu)’ xb #O and hence 
(xu, xb) EC 
Taking s = x2, t = x we have sb = txb # 0 and t(xu)2 = su(xu) # 0, that is, 
[a, b] = [xu, xb]. 
LEMMA 4.15. Zf a E S, x, y E S’ and uxu, uyu E S*, then (ax, uxu) and 
(uy, uya) are in C and [ax, uxu] = [uy, uyu]. 
Proof Certainly uxpuxu; categoricity at 0 gives (ax)’ uxu # 0. Thus 
(ax, axu) E c. 
Now by (A)‘, uxa~uyu and so for some elements , t in S we have suxu = 
tuyu # 0. Consequently, we also have suxuy = t(uy)2 # 0 and so [ax, uxu] = 
[QY> UYQI. 
In view of this lemma there is a well-defined function 4 : S -+ Q defined 
by 04 = 0 and a4 = [ax, uxu] where x E S’ and uxa # 0. 
LEMMA 4.16. The mapping $ is an embedding of S into Q. 
Proof: Let a, b be non-zero elements of S and let x, y be such that 
uxu # 0 and byb # 0. Then ad = [ax, uxu] and bd = [by, byb]. Now 
(ud)(bd) = 0 if and only if uxuby = 0 and it follows from categoricity at 0 
that this is equivalent to ub=O. Hence (u4)(bd)=O if and only if 
(ub) 4 = 0. 
Suppose that ub # 0 and let r E S be such that ubrub # 0. Then (ub) 4 = 
[ubr, ubrub]. On the other hand 
(ud)(b4) = [ax, uxu][by, byb] = [wax, zbyb] 
where W, ZE S are such that wrux and wuxuby =zbyby #O. By (A)‘, 
wuxubAzbyb and so by (B)‘, wuxub = zbyb. Hence, using Lemma 4.14, we 
have 
(ucj)(bd) = [wax, wuxub] = [ax, uxub]. 
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BY (A)‘, axablabrab so that there are elements , t in S with saxab = 
tabrab # 0 and consequently t(abr)* = saxabr # 0. Thus [abr, abrab J = 
[ax, axab], that is, (ab) 4 = (a4)(b4). 
Now suppose that a4 = b#, say, [ax, axa] = [by, byb] where axa, byb 
are non-zero. Then axpby and for some elements p, q of S, paxa = qbyb # 0 
and q(by)* =paxby # 0. From (A)’ we have qbybdpaxb and so by (B)‘, 
qbyb =paxb. Hence paxa =paxb # 0. But, using (A), apaxpbypb so that 
(B) gives a = b. 
In view of this lemma we can identify the element a of S with [ax, axa] 
where x is any element of S’ with axa # 0. In particular, if a* # 0, then a is 
identified with [a, a*] in Q. From now on we make this identification and 
regard S as a subsemigroup of Q. 
LEMMA 4.17. If a E S and a2 # 0, then a = [a, a*] is in a subgroup of Q 
and its inverse in this subgroup is a-’ = [a*, a]. 
ProofI Certainly (a*, a) E C. Now 
aaK’ = [a, a*] [a*, a] = [xa, ya] 
where xta and xa4 = ya4 # 0. By (A)’ and (B)‘, xa = ya so that au - ’ = 
[xa, xa] = [a, a] using Lemma 4.14. Similarly, a-‘a = [a, a]. It is readily 
verified that [a, a] is an idempotent of Q and hence a-’ is the inverse of a 
in a subgroup of Q. 
LEMMA 4.18. Every non-zero element of Q can be written in the form 
a-lb where a, b are elements of S, a26 #O, and apb. 
Proof If q is a non-zero element of Q, then by definition, q = [a, b] for 
some elements a, b of S with a*b #O and apb. Let y E S’ be such that 
byb # 0 and consider 
a-lb = [a*, a][by, byb] = [ma*, nbyb] 
where rnTa* and maby = nbyby # 0. By (B)‘, mab = nbyb so that by 
Lemma 4.14, 
a-‘b = [ma*, mab] = [a, b] = q. 
From now on we shall write elements of Q in the form a-lb rather than 
[a, bl. 
LEMMA 4.19. Let a, x E S and a2 # 0. If apx, then a-lax = x and tf aAx, 
then xaa ~ ’ = x. 
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Proof: If apx, then there are elements s, t in S such that us = xi #O. 
Then 
a -I axt=a-‘aas=as -‘as=as=.xt#0. 
Using (A)’ and (B)’ we get a-‘ax=x. 
LEMMA 4.20. Every element of Q can be written in the form cd-’ for 
some elements c, d in S with cd2 # 0 and cld. 
ProoJ Let q = a ~ ‘b with a26 # 0 and apb. Now a2pb and so for some s, 
t in S, a’s = bt. Since 0 is a prime ideal, there is an element r in S such that 
srb # 0. By categoricity at 0, a’srb = btrb # 0 and (trb)2 # 0. Put c = asrb 
and d= trb. Now cld by (B)’ and d2 # 0 so that d- ’ exists and by 
Lemma 4.19 
LEMMA 4.21. The semigroup Q is regular. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.18, a non-zero element of Q can be written as a - ‘b 
where a, b E S, apb, and a2b # 0. Since 0 is a prime ideal of S, there is an 
element x in S with bxb #O. Categoricity at 0 gives (xb)2 #O so that 
(xb)-’ is an element of Q and hence q = ((xb)-’ x) a is an element of Q. 
Now by Lemma 4.19, a- ‘bqa-‘b = a-‘b((xb)-’ x) b = a-‘b(xb-‘) xb and 
as blxb by (A)‘, we can appeal to Lemma 4.19 to get a-‘bqa-‘b = a-lb so 
that Q is regular. 
We next identify the set E(Q) of idempotents of Q 
LEMMA 4.22. E(Q)={a-‘a:a~S,u~#O}. 
Proof Clearly every element a -‘G with a2 # 0 is an idempotent. Now 
let a-lb be a member of E(Q) where a, b E S, apb, and a2b #O. Then 
a-‘b=(a-‘b)2=(xa)-’ (yb) where xzally and xba=ya2#0. By 
Lemma 4.10, there are elements , t in S such that szaTt and syb = tb # 0, 
ta2 =sxa2 #O. Since syAy2ylalt and similarly sxilt we have, by (B)‘, 
sy = t = sx. Hence 
syba = sxba = sya2 # 0 
and as apb we obtain ba = a2. 
Now ab, ba are non-zero and hence (ab)2 # 0. But bpapabAb so that b is 
in a non-null T-class. Hence b-’ exists in Q. Using Lemma 4.19 we have 
a pla=aa-’ =b-‘baa-’ =b-‘a2a-’ =b-la 
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and thus 
LEMMA 4.23. The non-zero idempotents of Q are primitive. 
Proof: Let a, b be elements of S with a2 # 0, b2 # 0 and suppose that 
a -lab&lb = a-la = b-‘ba-‘a. Then ab, ba must be non-zero and 
(xa)-‘yb=a-‘a=(wb)-‘za 
where xza, ylb, xab= yb2#0 and wzb, z,Ia, wba=za2#0. Also, since 
(~a)-’ yb=a-‘a we know that there are elements s, t in S with syb= 
ta # 0 and ta2 = sxa2 # 0. The first of these equations gives bla. 
Since (wb) ~ ’ za = a-la, there are elements U, v in S with uza = va # 0 
and va2 = uwba #O. But bLa and so by (B)‘, va = uwb #O. Hence 
uza = uwb # 0. Now zapzpwpwb so that by (B), za = wb. Thus 
a-‘a=(wb)-‘za=(wb)-‘wb 
and so by Lemma4.14, a-‘a=b-lb. 
LEMMA 4.24. Zf a, b, c E S and abc # 0 and a-l, c-l exist in Q, then 
a-‘bc-’ #O. 
Proof: If a-‘bc-’ =O, then abc = a2(a-‘bc-‘) c* =O. 
LEMMA 4.25. The ideal 0 is prime in Q. 
Proof: Let p, q E Q. By Lemmas 4.18 and 4.20, there are elements a, 6, 
c, d in S with a2b # 0, c2d# 0 such that p = a-lb, q = cd-‘. Since 0 is a 
prime ideal of S there is an element x of S such that bxc #O. By 
categoricity at 0, abxcd # 0 and so by Lemma 4.24, a- ‘bxcd-’ # 0, that is, 
pxq # 0. Thus pQq # 0 and 0 is a prime ideal of Q. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.21, 
4.23, and 4.25. 
COROLLARY 4.26. The semigroup Q is completely O-simple. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
5. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we apply Theorem 4.1 to investigate completely O-simple 
semigroups of quotients with abelian subgroups and to characterise abun- 
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dant semigroups which have completely O-simple semigroups of quotients. 
Let Q be a completely O-simple semigroup of quotients of a semigroup S. 
We say that Q is a semigroup of local quotients if any element q of a 
maximal subgroup G of Q can be written in both the form aa’b and the 
form cd- ’ where a, b, c, d are elements of S n G. In view of Lemma 2.10, a, 
b, c, d are r-related in S so that the definition requires a group X-class of 
Q to be a left and right quotient group of the corresponding r-class of S. 
Although we know by Lemma 4.6 that a non-null r-class of S is a reversible 
cancellative semigroup, it is not clear in general that its quotient group in 
Q is not a proper subgroup of the group X-class of Q. When Q has abelian 
subgroups, however, we shall see that Q is a semigroup of local quotients. 
We need the following concept: 
a semigroup S is O-conditionally commutative if for elements a, b, 
c of s, 
ab = ba # 0 and acb # 0 implies acb = bca. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. A semigroup S has a completely O-simple semigroup of 
quotients Q in which the maximal subgroups are abelian if and only if S 
satisfies conditions (A), (B), (C), (D), the duals (A)‘, (B)’ of (A), (B), and S 
is O-conditionally commutative. 
Moreover, Q is a semigroup of local quotients. 
Proof Suppose that Q exists. In view of Theorem 4.1 it suffices to prove 
that S is O-conditionally commutative. This can readily be verified in 
Q = &Y’(Z, G, A; P) where G is abelian. 
Now we suppose that S satisfies the conditions of the theorem. By 
Theorem 4.1, S has a completely O-simple semigroup of quotients Q. 
For a E S, we put M, = {x E S’ : axa # O}. We now define a relation i on 
S as follows: 
afb if and only if M, = Mb and for every x E M,, 
(ax)(bx) = (bx)(ax) # 0. 
Since S is categorical at 0, i is reflexive. It is clear that S is symmetric. Now 
suppose that afb and bTc. Certainly M, = M, and if x E M,, then bx com- 
mutes with both ax and cx. Further, categoricity at 0 gives bxcxax # 0. By 
O-conditional commutativity, we have bxcxax = axcxbx. Hence cxaxbx = 
axcxbx #O whence cxaxpaxcx and bxcxax= bxaxcx #O so that by con- 
dition (B), cxax = axcx. Thus ate and r is an equivalence relation. 
Now let a, b, CES with aZb. If XEM,,, then CXEM, so that CXEM~. 
Consequently bc #O and it follows from categoricity at 0 that xgMbc. We 
therefore have M,, = Mbc. Also for x E M,,, the fact that cx is in M, gives 
(acx)(bcx) = (bcx)(acx) # 0 since afb. Thus Z is right compatible. 
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A similar argument shows that M,, = M,, and if x E M,,, then xc E M, 
so that afb gives axcbxc = bxcaxc # 0. By conditions (A)’ and (B)’ we have 
axcbx = bxcax and hence caxcbx = cbxcax # 0. Thus cafcb and Z is a con- 
gruence. 
Now let a, be S be such that aba #O. It follows from categoricity at 0 
that M, = Mcrba and that axa #O implies (a~)~ ~0. Now O-conditional 
commutativity gives 
(ax)(ab)(ax)* = (a~)~ (ab)(ax) # 0 
and from condition (B) we infer 
(ab)(ax)2 = axabax 
and hence afuba. Thus S/Z is a rectangular O-band. 
Each non-null f-class is therefore a subsemigroup of S. Also, if a, b are 
elements of a non-null f-class T, then 1 E Ma and so ab = ba. Further, 
US n bS # 0 so that apb. Hence, if c E T and ca = cb, then by condition (B), 
a= b. Thus the non-null f-classes are commutative cancellative sub- 
semigroups. It follows from the uniqueness assertion in Proposition 4.7 that 
5 = ?. 
Now suppose that a- ’ is in a group X-class of Q. We shall show that 
this group is the quotient group of T= bz, thus proving both that the 
maximal subgroups of Q are abelian and that Q is a semigroup of local 
quotients. 
Now apb and b2 # 0 so that ab2 E T. Since T is a commutative can- 
cellative semigroup, b2Tn ab2T# @ and so for some p, q E T, b2p = ab2q. 
Putting c = p and d = bq we have 
cb2 = b*c = ab2q = abd # 0. 
Putting s = cb and t = ab we obtain sb = td # 0 and 
tc2 = abc2 = ac*b = (ac)(cb) = (cb)(ac) = sac # 0. 
This shows that a- ‘b = c- ‘d and since c, d are elements of T, we have 
shown that Ho-lb is the quotient group of T. 
We conclude this section by considering semigroups of quotients of 
abundant semigroups. Recall that a semigroup is abundant when each a*- 
class and each dP*-class contains an idempotent. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let S be an abundant sevigroup with primitive idem- 
potents. Then S has a completely O-simple semigroup of quotients Q if and 
only if 0 is a prime ideal of S and p = a*, 1= Y*. 
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Proof Suppose first that Q exists. Then by Theorem 4.1, 0 is a prime 
ideal and it follows from Lemma 2.9 that p c &!*. Let a, b be elements of S 
with aB*b. Since S is abundant, there is an idempotent e in the &?*-class of 
a and ea = a, eb = b. This implies that in Q, e&?u and e9b so that a9b in 
Q. By Lemma 2.10, apb in S. Thus p = .%?*. Similarly, A= 04p*. 
Now suppose that the conditions hold for S. That conditions (A), (A)‘, 
(B), (B)‘, and (C) of Theorem 4.1 hold follows easily from the assumption 
that p = %!*, A = Y* and Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 2.4 of [3]. Hence 
by Theorem 4.1, S has a completely O-simple semigroup of quotients. 
6. THE COMPLETELY SIMPLE CASE 
In this section we look at semigroups without zero. We start by giving a 
characterisation of those semigroups which have a completely simple 
semigroup of quotients. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1. 
We then use this characterisation to determine which semigroups have 
semigroups of quotients which are rectangular groups or right groups. We 
then examine abundant semigroups which have right groups of quotients. 
We conclude the section by returning to the most general case and giving 
an embedding of S into a Rees matrix semigroup over a group. 
THEOREM 6.1. A semigroup S has a completely simple semigroup of 
quotients Q if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions and their 
duals. 
For elements a, b, c, u, v in S, 
(A) if apb, then aupbv, 
(B) ifapb and ca=cb, then a=b. 
As in the case of Theorem 4.1, condition (A) is equivalent to the asser- 
tion that p is transitive. 
We recall that in the present context, 
Q={a-‘b:a,b~Sandapb), 
E(Q)= {aP1a:aES}, 
a-lb = c-‘d if and only if apt and there are elements , t in S such that 
sb = td and tc’ = sac, 
(a-‘b)(c-‘d)=(xa)- ’ (yd) where xza, ylc, and xbc = yc’. 
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PROPOSITION 6.2. A semigroup S has a rectangular group of quotients Q 
zf and only ifit satisfies conditions (A), (B), their duals (A)‘, (B)‘, and 
(K) for all elements a, b in S there are elements x, y in S such that 
xza, ylb and xab = yb2, yba = xa2. 
Proof Suppose that Q exists. Conditions (A), (B), (A)‘, (B)’ hold by 
Proposition 6.1. Let a, b be elements of S. Then aalub-‘ba-la = a-la, that 
is, (xa))’ ybaa’u = u-la where xru, yllb, and xub = yb2. Hence 
(wxu)-’ za = a - ‘u where wrxu, zk, and wybu = zu2. 
By the definition of equality, there are elements s, t in S such that 
sza = ta and tu2 = swxu2. Hence 
swybu = sza’ = ta2 = swxu2 
and xub = yb2 gives xpy so that by (B), ybu =xu2. Thus condition (K) 
holds. 
Now suppose that S satisfies the conditions of the proposition. By 
Proposition 6.1, S has a completely simple semigroup of quotients Q. We 
show that E(Q) is a rectangular band. Let a, b be in S; then by condition 
(K), there are elements x, y in S with xru, yLb and xab = yb’, ybu = xu2 so 
that, in particular, we have a-’ ubb’b= (xu))’ yb. Now (xu))‘ybaa’a= 
(wxu) ~’ zu for some w, z in S with wzxa, z&z, and wyba = zu2. But 
ybu =xu2 so that wxu2 = zu2 and from (A)’ and (B)’ we have wxu= zu. 
Now wrxu and xru give wxzu and it is easily verified that (wxa))’ wxu = 
a ‘u. Hence a -‘ub-‘bu-lu=a-’ a and so E(Q) is a rectangular band. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. For a semigroup S the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) S has a left group of quotients Q, 
(2) S is right cuncellutive and satisfies conditions (A), (A)‘, and (B), 
(3) S is right cancellative, right reversible, and satisfies conditions (A) 
and (B). 
Proof If (1) holds, then by Proposition 6.1, S satisfies conditions (A), 
(A)‘, and (B). Since Q is right cancellative, so is S. 
If (2) holds, then obviously condition (B)’ holds and so by 
Proposition 6.1, S has a completely simple semigroup of quotients Q. If a, 
bg S, then a-lab-lb= (~a)-’ (yb) where xtu, yLb, and xub= yb2. Right 
cancellation gives xa = yb and since xru we have (xu) - ’ (xa) = a ~ ‘u. 
Hence a- ‘ab ~ ‘b = a ~ ‘a and E(Q) is a left zero semigroup, that is, Q is a 
left group. 
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If (2) holds and a, h E S, then by (A)‘, abib so that Sub n Sb2 # a, that 
is, for some x, y in S we have xab = yb 2. Now right cancellation gives 
xa = yb, that is, Sa A Sb # a. Thus S is right reversible and (3) holds. 
If (3) holds, then since S is right reversible, 1. is the universal relation, 
and so (A)’ must hold. Thus condition (2) follows. 
It is perhaps worth noting that the proof of the equivalence of (2) and 
(3) in the preceding result allows us to give a variation on the classical 
theorem of Ore and Dubreil: 
PROPOSITION 6.4. For a cancellative semigroup S, the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(1) S has a group of left quotients, 
(2) S is right reversible, 
(3) I is transitive, 
(4) for elements a, b, u, v in S, zf alb, then ual2vb. 
We now look at the special case of Proposition 6.3 when S is abundant. 
PROFQSITION 6.5. For a semigroup S the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) S is abundant and has a left group of quotients, 
(2) S is abundant, right cancellative, right reversible, satisfies condition 
(A), and is such that tf x = yz, then xX*y, 
(3) S is abundant, right cancellative, right reversible, and is such that if 
x = yz, then x&‘*y and p = W*, 
(4) SC T x E where E is a left zero semigroup and T is a reversible 
cancellative monoid. 
Proof: If (1) holds and x, y, z E S are such that x = yz, then xpy in S. 
From Proposition 6.3 we see that d is universal on S and so xzy and, a for- 
tiori, xX’*y. The remaining conditions in (2) all hold by Proposition 6.3. 
Now suppose that (2) holds. We know that p c W*. Let u, b E S be such 
that aB*b. Then there is an idempotent e in S with the property that ea = a 
and eb = 6. Hence eS n aS# 0 and eSn bS# 0 so that apepb. By con- 
dition (A), p is transitive and so apb. Thus p = a* and (3) holds. 
Now suppose that (3) holds and let E = E(S). If e, f E E, then ef = ef' so 
that e = ef by right cancellation. Thus E is a left zero semigroup. Fix an 
idempotent e and put T = H ,*. By Lemma 1.12 of [3], T is a cancellative 
monoid with identity e. Observe that 9* is universal since S is right can- 
cellative and hence 9I?* = s* and so for each a in S there is a unique idem- 
potent at in R*O= H*,. Furthermore, ea E T since eaX*e by hypothesis 
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Define a mapping 4: S + T x E by ad = (ea, at). Let a, b E S. Noting that 
abX*a gives (ab)+ = ut and eat T gives (ea) e = ea, we have 
(aq5)(bd) = (ea, a+)(eb, bt) = (cab, at) = (cab, (ab)+) = (ab) 4 
so that 4 is a homomorphism. 
If ad = bq5, then (ea, at) = (eb, bt) so that atea = bteb, that is, a = ata = 
btb = b. Thus 4 is one-one. 
If (t,f) E T x E, then a =ft E S and from a%'*f we have ut =f so that 
ad = (eft, f) = (et, f) = (t,f) and 4 is onto. 
Thus S is isomorphic to T x E. 
If a, b E T, then since S is right reversible, there are elements x, y in S 
such that xa = yb. But ex, ey are in T and so exa = eyb gives Ta n Tb # 0, 
that is, T is right reversible. Also a, b E T gives aB*b so that apb by 
hypothesis. Hence ac = bd for some c, d in S. But e is the identity of T so 
that aec = bed giving aTn bT# 0, that is, T is left reversible. Thus con- 
dition (4) holds. 
If (4) holds then there is a group G of left and right quotients of T and it 
is easy to see that Q = G x E is a semigroup of quotients of T x E. Hence 
( 1) follows. 
There is a one-sided result similar to Proposition 6.5. One replaces (1) by 
“S is abundant and has a left group of left quotients” and omits con- 
dition (A) from (2), p = a* from (3), and left reversible from (4). 
Now let S be any semigroup without zero which satisfies conditions (A), 
(B), and their duals. We now give an explicit embedding of S into a Rees 
matrix semigroup &‘(I, G, ,4; P) over a group G. The mapping is essentially 
that used in the proof of the Rees representation theorem in [9]. By 
Proposition 6.1, S has a completely simple semigroup of quotients Q. Let c 
be an element of S. For G we choose the X-class of c in Q. In view of 
Corollary 2.13, 
H,= {a-‘bEQ:apcib in S}. 
For I we take { ap : a E S> and for /i we take {al : a E S}. For any a in S we 
certainly have C-~CUC-‘CE G. By the definition of multiplication in Q, 
c - ‘cat- ‘c = (xc) -’ yc where XX, ylc, and xcuc = yc*. For such x, y the 
mapping xc: S + J(1, G, A; P) defined by aXC = (ap, (xc) -1 yc, al) is an 
embedding where the sandwich matrix P = (Pan,,,) is given by 
P&l/7 = (~a)-’ ca(ac)-’ UC. This follows from the proof of Theorem IV. 2.7 
in [9]. 
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7. COMPLETELY SIMPLE SEMIGROUPS OF QUOTIENTS WITH 
ABELIAN SUBGROUPS 
The question of when a semigroup can be embedded in a Rees matrix 
semigroup over an abelian group was considered by Streilein [12] (see 
also Chapter III of [lo]). It turns out that such semigroups can be embed- 
ded in completely simple semigroups of quotients whose subgroups are 
abelian. In fact, as we shall see, the embedding used by Streilein is such an 
embedding. Before showing this we demonstrate the equivalence of two 
new conditions and those used by Streilein. We then investigate some 
special cases. 
Recall that a semigroup S is conditionally commutative if for any a, 6, c in 
s, 
ab = ba implies acb = bca. 
A semigroup S is weakly cancellative if xa = xb and ax = bx together 
imply a = 6. 
Note that if S is weakly cancellative and ax = bx, ya = yb, then a = b 
because axy = bxy and xya = xyb. 
A semigroup S is a matrix of semigroups { S,}i, ,,lcE ,, if S = 
U {S,: i E I, p E n }, the S, are mutually disjoint, and S,S, c S,, 
(i,jcI, p, VGA). 
We are now ready for the first result of this section. 
THEOREM 7.1. The following conditions on a semigroup S are equivalent: 
(1) S is a matrix of commutative cancellative semigroups, 
(2) S is conditionally commutative and weakly cancellative, 
(3) S is embeddable in a Rees matrix semigroup over an abelian group, 
(4) S is weakly cancellative and for all a, x, y in S, axaya = ayaxa, 
(5) S has a completely simple semigroup of quotients Q and the 
maximal subgroups of Q are abelian. 
Proof. The equivalence of (l), (2), and (3) is due to Streilein [ 121. 
If (2) holds and a, x, y E S, then using conditional commutativity, we 
deduce from a2a = aa2 that 
a(aya) = a2ya = aya2 = (aya) a 
and so, using conditional commutativity again, axaya = ayaxa, that is, (4) 
holds. 
If (5) holds, then it is clear that (3) holds. 
To complete the proof, we show that (4) implies (5). We start by show- 
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ing that for a, b in S, apb if and only if aba = ba2. By definition, aba = ba2 
implies apb. Suppose that apb, say, ax = by. Then 
aba( bax) a = a( bax) aba = aba( xab) a 
= a(xab) aba = b( ya) baba = bab( ya) ba 
= ba’xaba = ba2baxa, 
a4(aba) = a2(aaaba) = a2(abaaa) 
= (aaaba) a2 = (abaaa) a2 = (abaa2a) a 
= (aa2aba) a = a4ba2, 
and hence by weak cancellation, aba = ba2. 
Similarly, alb if and only if aba = a2b so that azb if and only if a2b = 
aba = ba2 which by weak cancellation gives azb if and only if ab = ba. 
Next we show that condition (A) holds. Suppose that a, 6, u, v E S and 
that apb. Then aba = ba2. Now 
(au)(au)(au)(bu)(au) = (au)(bu)(au)(au)(au) 
= (a(ubu) aua) uau 
= (aua(ubu) a) uau 
= (au)’ (bu)(au)=, 
(au)(bu)(au) ababa = (a(ubuau) aba) ba 
= (aba(ubuau) a) ba 
= (b(a2u) b(uaua) b) a 
= (b(uaua) b(a2u) b) a 
= buau(a(ba) a( ub) a) 
= (bu)(au)(au) baba2. 
But aba= ba2 so that baba2 = ba=ba=ababa and hence by weak can- 
cellation, (au)(bu)(au)= (bu)(au)‘. Thus aupbu and (A) holds. A dual 
argument gives (A)‘. 
To see that condition (B) holds let a, b, CE S be such that apb and 
ca = cb. Since apb we have aba = ba2 and bab = ab2. Hence 
ba2ca = abaca = acaba = acba’ 
and so 
aba’ca = ba2aca = baca3 = bacba’ = bba2ca 
so that by weak cancellation, a = b. A dual argument gives (B)‘. 
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Thus by Theorem 6.1, S has a completely simple semigroup of quotients 
Q. We have already noted that in S, arh if and only if ab = ba. Thus the r- 
classes are commutative cancellative semigroups. The same argument as 
that used in the final part of the proof of Proposition 5.1 shows that an X- 
class H, of Q is the quotient group of the r-class ur. Hence Q has abelian 
subgroups. 
We record the fact that as in Proposition 5.1 the semigroup of quotients 
is a semigroup of local quotients. 
COROLLARY 7.2. If S has a completely simple semigroup of quotients Q 
whose subgroups are abelian, then Q is a semigroup of local quotients. 
We next show that the embedding used by Streilein to prove that (2) 
implies (3) in Theorem 7.1 is precisely the embedding we gave at the end of 
the last section. Let S be a semigroup which satisfies condition (2). Streilein 
defines a relation r on such an S by the rule: azb if and only if ab = ba. We 
have seen in the proof of Theorem 7.1 that for a semigroup which satisfies 
condition (4) and so, a fortiori, for S, we have azb if and only if ab = ba for 
our relation t. Thus our r coincides with Streilein’s. 
Choose an element c of S. The Streilein embedding maps S into a Rees 
matrix semigroup &‘, = &?‘(I, G’, /i; P’) where G’ is the quotient group of 
the cancellative semigroup cr and, using our notation, I= { ap : a E S}, 
A = {al: a E S} with sandwich matrix P’ = (qaj.,ap) where qaj.,op = 
(cac’ac) - ’ c2a2c2. We embed S into a Rees matrix semigroup 
A2 = &(I, G, /i; P) where G is the X-class of c in Q and P = (P,~,,,) where 
P&lp = (~a)-’ ca(ac)-’ ac = (zca)-’ wac 
where zrca, wAac, and zcaac = W(ICUC. In view of Corollary 7.2, G is actually 
the quotient group of cr and so G = G’. We now show that P = P’ so that 
A~=dtfd2. 
Now zca is not necessarily in cz and so we observe that (zca) - ’ wac = 
(zcac) - ’ cwac because taking s = c2, t = c we have swat = c2wac = tcwac and 
using the commutativity of cr, 
szcazcac = tc( zcazcac ) = tzca( zcac ) c 
= tzcaczcac. 
Again using commutativity in cr we note that in G, 
( cac2ac) ~ l c2u2c2 = (zcac) - l cwac 
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because 
cac’accwac = wac(cac’) UC’ = wacac2cac2 
= zca2cc2ac2 = zc2a2c2cac 
= zcacc2a2c2. 
Thus qal,op = ~al,ap as claimed. Having established that we and Streilein 
embed S into the same Rees matrix semigroup, we now examine the actual 
embeddings. 
Our map sends a to (up, (xc)-’ yc, aA) where xrc, yk, and xcac = yc’. 
Streilein defines his map by sending a to (up, (c’))’ cat, all). But in G, 
(xc)-’ yc = (c’)-’ cat because, using commutativity in cr, 
(xc)(cac) = c(xc) ac = cyc’ = c(yc) c = c*( ye). 
Hence the two embeddings are identical. 
We next point out that a straightforward consequence of Theorem 7.1 
and Proposition 6.2 is 
COROLLARY 7.3. For a semigroup S the following conditions are 
equivalent :
(1) S has a rectangular abelian group of quotients, 
(2) S is weakly cancellative and satisfies 
(i) for a, x, y in S, axaya = ayaxa, 
(ii) for a, b in S there are elements s, t in S such that sza and 
sub = tb’, tba = sa’. 
It follows from Theorem 7.1 that these conditions are equivalent to the 
four conditions in Theorem 111.4.7 of [lo]. 
Finally, we note that if a semigroup S is right cancellative and satisfies 
axaya = ayaxa for all a, x, y in S, then by Theorem 7.1, S has a completely 
simple semigroup of quotients Q and the subgroups of Q are abelian. Since 
Q exists, S must satisfy conditions (A), (B) and their duals, by 
Theorem 6.1. Hence, by Proposition 6.3, S has a left group of quotients Q’. 
By Corollary 3.4, Q z Q’ and so S has a left abelian group of quotients, 
that is, Q z G x E for some abelian group G and left zero semigroup E. In 
particular, S is embedded in a left abelian group. When this is the case, the 
Corollary of Theorem 4 in [ 111 tells us that S is right commutative and 
right cancellative. Recall that a semigroup S is right commutative if 
axy =ayx for all elements a, x, y of S. It is clear that in a right com- 
mutative semigroup S, axaya = ayaxa for all elements a, x, y of S. Hence 
we have 
481/101/2-S 
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PROPOSITION 7.4. For a semigroup S, the ,following conditions are 
equivalent :
(1) S is right cancellative and for all a, x, y in S, axaya = ayaxa, 
(2) S is right cancellative and right commutative, 
(3) S has a left abelian group of quotients, 
(4) S can be embedded in a left abelian group. 
Two further equivalent conditions can be found in the Corollary of 
Theorem 4 in [ 11-J. 
8. REES MATRIX SEMIGROUPS OVER REVERSIBLE CANCELLATIVE SEMIGROUPS 
In this section we provide non-commutative analogues of some results of 
Petrich [lo] and Streilein [12]. A reversible cancellative semigroup has a 
unique group of left and right quotients which we will call simply the group 
of quotients. A Rees matrix semigroup .&(f, C, ,4; P) over a reversible can- 
cellative semigroup C is defined in the same way as a Rees matrix 
semigroup over a group except that the entries in the sandwich matrix P 
may come from the group of quotients of C. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let A? = &(I, C, A; P) be a Rees matrix semigroup over a 
reversible cancellative semigroup C. Then 
(1) (i, a, u) p(j, b, v) if and only if i = j, 
(2) (i,a,u)A(j,b,v) ifandonly ifu=v, 
(3) (i, a, u) z( j, b, v) if and only if i =j and u = v. 
Proof We need prove only (1). Suppose that (i, a, p) p( j, 6, v). Then 
for some elements (k, c, t:), (h, d, tc) of & we have (i, a, u)(k, c, 5) = 
(j, b, v)(h, d, K) so that i = j. 
Conversely, if i= j, then in the Rees matrix semigroup &!(I, G, /1; P) over 
the quotient group G of C we have (i, a, ,u) W(i, b, v). Hence for some g E G, 
k E I, (i, a, ,u) = (i, b, v)(k, g, p). Let g = cd- ’ where c, d E C and let 
d-‘ppi = xy - ’ where x, y E C. Then 
(i, a, p)(i, Y, P) = (i, b, v)(k g, p)(i, Y, P) 
= (i, 6, v)(k, cx, ,u) 
and as (k, c, u) E AZ, we have (i, a, u) p(i, b, v). 
THEOREM 8.2. For a semigroup S, the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(1) S satisfies (A), (B), and their duals and for all a, b, c in S there is 
an element d of S such that dzb and cat = cdc, 
(2) S is isomorphic to &!(I, C, A; P) where C is a reversible can- 
cellative semigroup and the entries of P satisfy 
Cp&s c 
for all ,a, v, 8 E A, i, j, k E I. 
and PpjcPvr = P$c CPOi 
Proof Suppose that (1) holds. By Theorem 6.1, we know that S has a 
completely simple semigroup of quotients and the comments at the end of 
Section 6 tells us that for an appropriate group G and any element c of S, 
there is an embedding xc of S into .&(I, G, A; P) given by 
ax== (ap, c-lcacc-‘, an) 
where z = SIP, A = SJA, and p = (Pd.,,) where ~~~~~~ = 
(ca) - ’ (ca)(ac) ~ ’ (ac). By hypothesis, there is an element d in S with drc 
such that cat = cdc. Then C-~CCICC~~ = cP ‘cdcc-’ = d so that aXC = 
(up, d, an) where d is the unique element in cz such that cdc = cat. On the 
other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.10 and Corollary 2.5 that for any in Z, 
~1 E/1, there is an element r in S such that rp = i, rl= p. Now, for any x in 
CT, there is, by hypothesis, an element s in S with szr such that cxc = csc. 
Hence x=c-‘cxcc-’ = c~‘cscc~’ and so 
and thus 
(i, x, p) = (sp, c-lcscc-‘, d) =sx, 
By Lemma 4.6, C = cc is a reversible cancellative semigroup and since Sx, 
is a subsemigroup of M(Z, G, A; P) we see that Cp,,.C c C for all p E n and 
all i E I. Furthermore, 
sx, = dt(Z, c, A; P) = A. 
Let p, v, 0E A, i, j, ke Z and let x be an element of C. Then (j, x, v) is an 
element of A. As above, there are elements v, w in S such that i = vp, 
p = vl, k = wp, 8 = wl. By hypothesis, there is an element y in wz such that 
vxv = vyv. Applying xc to this equation we get 
where u, ZE C are such that cut = cvc and czc = cyc. Hence ~p,,~xp,~u = 
up,,zp,,u so that by cancellation in C, pp~Xpyi=/J~kZpei. Thus 
pwj Cpvi C ppk Cpei and by symmetry we have the opposite inclusion. 
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Now suppose that (2) holds and let G be the group of quotients of C. 
Write M for J%‘(Z, C, /i; P) and Q for M(Z, G, /i; P). Consider an element 
(i, ab-‘, p) of Q where a, b E C. There are elements x, y in C such that 
yx-’ = abF’p,,. Now (i, y, FL), (i, x, p) are in A and it is routine to check 
that 
(6 a& ‘3 PL) = (i, Y, pL)(i, x, P) - I 
so that Q is a semigroup of right quotients of d and similarly it is a 
semigroup of left quotients of A. Hence by Theorem 6.1, A (and so also 
S) must satisfy conditions (A), (B), and their duals. 
Finally, let a = (i, x, p), b = (j, y, v), c = (k, z, 0) be elements of &?. Then 
cut = (k, zpeixp&z, 0). By hypothesis, p&Cp,k =pOjCpYk and so there iS an 
element w in C such that p@jwp,k =pO$p,k. Put d= (j, w, v). Then by 
Lemma 8.1, dzb and 
cdc = (k, zp@wp,kz, 8) = LXX. 
Thus condition (1) holds. 
We now consider the canonical embedding xc: S -+ JY(Z, G, A; P) given 
at the end of Section 6 where c is a fixed element of S which is a semigroup 
satisfying conditions (A), (B), and their duals. The point we want to make 
now is that the sandwich matrix P is actually normalized at 1 = ~3, = cp. 
For example, if upc, then ucrc so that (UC) -r (UC) = c ~ rc and hence 
Pui.,rrp = (cu)-’ (cu) c-‘c=c-‘c 
since (cu) ~ ‘(cu) and c - ‘c are a-related idempotents. But c- ‘c is the iden- 
tity of G. With this notation we now have 
FROWSITION 8.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Sx,=~U, c7, A; PI, 
(2) for all a, b in S there is an element d in S such that d7b and 
cut = cdc. 
Proof: Suppose that (1) holds and let a, b E S. Writing i = up, ZJ = a& 
j=bp, v=b;1, U=C-‘cue-‘c, w=c-’ cbc-‘c we have uXC= (i, U, ,u), bXC= 
(j, w, v), and (cut) x,= (1, CUC, 1). Putting d=(j, U, v) x;’ we have (j, U, 
v) 7(j, w, v) by Lemma 8.1 and so dzb. Further, (cdc) xc = (cut) xc so that 
cdc = cut. Thus (2) holds. 
Suppose that (2) holds. For any element a in S there is an element d with 
dzc such that cut = cdc. Hence 
a~,== (up, c-lcucc-‘, a,?.)= (up, d, an). 
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On the other hand, for any elements a in S and x in cr, there is an element 
u with ura and cxc = CUC. Hence 
(up, x, al.) = (up, c-‘cxcc-l, an) = (up, c-‘cuccl, al) 
= U&. 
Thus 
The set on the right-hand side of this equation is therefore a subsemigroup 
of &‘(I, G, A; P) and we may write Sx, = &!(Z, cr, A; P), 
THEOREM 8.4. For u semigroup S, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) for all a, b, c, d in S, u((bc)z)=u((dc)z) and 
(tab) ~1 c = ((ad) T) c, rp 
(2) for all a, b, c E S there are elements x, y E S such that xpc and 
ub = ax, yLc and bu = yu, 
(3) S is isomorphic to a Rees matrix semigroup &!(Z, C, A; P) over a 
reversible cuncellutive semigroup C with plli C = C = Cp,, for all p E A, i E I. 
Proof: If (1) holds, let c be an element of S. Then for any elements a, b 
of S, c(u’r) = c((bu) r) and ((ba) r) c= (b2z) c so that c(u2r) c = c(b2t) c. 
But uru2, bzb’ giving c(ur) c = c(bt) c. Thus there is an element d in S with 
dTb such that cut= cdc. By Proposition 8.3 therefore, we have 
Sx, = A(Z, CT, A; P). 
Suppose that ZJ E A, i E Z, and y E cr. Put a = (i, y, p) x;‘. By hypothesis, 
u(u’z) = a( (cu) r) and since uru2, there is an element d with dzcu such that 
u2 = ad. Now cpdk so that dx, = (1, z, p) for some z in CT. Thus 
(i, Y, cL)(i, Y, P) = (a)’ = (a)(&,) = (L Y, P)(L z, P) 
so that yppi y = yz giving ppi y = z. Thus pri C E C. A similar argument gives 
CCP,~C and by symmetry, we also have C= Cppi. Hence (3) holds. 
Now suppose that (3) holds. Let x: S-+ &(I, C, A; P) be the 
isomorphism and let a, b, c E S. Put a~ = (i, a, p), bX = (j, 6, v), 
cx = (k, C, 0). Since ppj C = C = p,,k C, there is an element X in C such that 
pPi6=p& Put (k, 2, v) x-l =x. It follows from Lemma 8.1 that xpc. Also 
(ub) x = (i, 5, p)(j, 6, v) = (i, tippjb; v) = (i, iip,& v) 
= (i, cl, p)(k, X, v) = (ax) x 
and so ub = ax. By a dual argument, there is an element y in S with yk 
such that bu = yu. Thus (2) holds. 
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Now suppose that (2) holds and let a, 6, c, de S. If ZE (bc) z, then by 
hypothesis, we have az=ax for some element x with xpdc. Now xlzlbc 
follows from az = ax. Again using the hypothesis, we have bc = yc for some 
y with yld. Now Iz is right compatible, so ycAdc and hence xAdc giving 
x E (dc) z. Thus a((bc) T) E a((dc) z). A similar argument gives the opposite 
inclusion and so by symmetry, (1) holds. 
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